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introduction

why do we need guidelines?
Brand communication guidelines provide detailed instructions
and advice on applying our new corporate identity. A
brand is much more than a logo - it is a combination of
many different factors that create an overall impression of
the WorldFish Center in the mind’s of our commissioners,
partners, benefactors, the media and the public in general.

This manual literally describes the manner in which the
brand’s core values should be translated into a strong
and positive style of visual communication; one which
can be consistently propagated across a wide range of
communications media.

guidance not control
Specifically, the manual documents corporate guidelines for
the use of language, writing styles, colour schemes, font types/
sizes, logo positioning and use of imagery. We would ask
that you follow these guidelines when creating and producing
communications literature or any other marketing material.

But at the same time, please use them as intended: as a
guide. We want to generate consistency but in the final
analysis, all business is local and we also want to encourage
you to think strategically and creatively.

using the brand manual
Think of this manual as an essential guide to help all
employees create business communications in the approved
style. Whether by default or not, we all apply formats to
our messages. If each of us was left to our own choices
the result would probably give observers the impression of
a group of individuals rather than a professional team all
pulling in the same direction.

A WorldFish communicae should be instantly recognisable
to any recipient because it reflects the same consistent style
as those that (not ‘which’!) preceded it.



brand identity

The primary goal of brand building is to infer the company’s vision and core values. If we are
successful in achieving our vision and can hold true to the values we deem important, then our
audience will perceive this implicitly each time they encounter The WorldFish Center name, our
logo or any representative of our research center.
This reference document literally describes the manner in which the brand’s core values are to be
translated into a collective style of visual communication which can be consistently propagated
across a wide range of media. Specifically, the manual documents corporate guidelines for use of
brand elements such as colour schemes, font, logo positioning, imagery, and use of language,

the brand essencE
A brand has some obvious qualities and attributes. One
objective of the manual is to describe these in detail.
However, the essence of our brand is the reflection of our

core values - an intrinsic promise which the WorldFish name
conveys to all those with whom we communicate

To be the science partner of choice for delivering aquaculture and fisheries
solutions in developing countries.

associative keywords
The key challenge in established an effective brand image
and corporate identity is to answer a seemingly simple
question: what is your brand?

Associative Keywords are an intuitive mechanism to start
speaking the same language; a requirement in answering
our first question.

The answer is far more difficult to formulate as a brand is
abstract and conceptual and many people have many different
perceptions and opinions. The first question, therefore, that
really needs answered is: how do we describe your brand?

The Associative Keywords define 4 key pillars of desired
brand associations. The synonyms serve to indicate the
nuance and finesse of the intended association.

Trust

Integrity, Credible, Nurturing, Building, Protecting, Fairness

Inspiring

Innovative, Pioneering, Leadership, Original, Progressive, Visionary, Modern, Excellence

Engaged

Partnership, Teamwork, Cooperation, Focused, Ownership, Responsible, Diligent, Community

Academic Research, Scientific, Factual, Knowledgeable, Expert/Expertise, Sharing



specification use of logo
1. White on blue background;
Used on front cover of most brochures

Used on back covers

2. White on blue background;
Used on back covers of most brochures

4. Blue/Green/Black on white background;
Used on back covers

3. Blue/Green/Black on white background;

1

A

2

A

A

A

3

A

A

A

A

4

A

A

A
A



brand elements

The WorldFish brand is expressed through a number of elements which should be recognizable
to our audience. An obvious example is the WorldFish logo. However, there are other recurring
elements which signify the qualities of the WorldFish Brand Promise; the clarity with which we
present our research; the consistency of the layout and the positioning of copy and imagery. In
fact, this extends to the detailing of font types, sizes and colours and even the paper we choose
to print upon.

logo and tagline
The WorldFish Center logo is an integral piece of our brand.
The logo is displayed prominently on the front cover of all
WorldFish publications.

To obtain a high resolution copy for distribution to partners
and external parties, please contact the corporate
communications department.

The standard WorldFish logo does not carry a tag or by-line.
The exception is a variation of the logo with the “supported
by the CGIAR” by line. This logo variation is typically used on
back covers of publications.

LOGo do’s

logo dont’s

• Always allow a reasonable margin (10-15mm) on all sides
of the logo. See layout specification on the left side for
proportions of dimensions when using the logo.

• Avoid using low resolution reproductions copied from the
WorldFish Center’s website or electronic deliverables.

• Align logo to the right-hand side of the page.

• if you need to reduce or enlarge the logo, never distort
the aspect ratio (maintain the correct proportions).
• Do not use the logo in different colour combinations as
shown on the left hand side.



typography
The WorldFish font is Helvetica Neu. The font should not be
modified (e.g. by sloping, widening or narrowing letters) and
other fonts are not permitted.

There are two exceptions where Helvetica Neu is not used:
• for all internet and on-screen materials the font is Verdana
• for all Powerpoint (or similar presentations) the font is Arial

Helvetica
(NEUE)

A B C D E F G H I J K L M NO P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! @ # $ % ^ &* ( ) _ + { }| :”< >?~ [ ] \ ;’,. /

use of Font styles
The following font styles are standard type face and font
sizes used in WorldFish corporate material. Also see the

section on Brochures for details on where these styles are
used in the standard layout of document types.

context

detail, size and colour

Body Text

Helvetica 45 Light, 9pt

Chapter Title

Helvetica 45 light, 16pt (Upper case)

Section Title

Helvetica 45 light, 12pt (Upper case)

Paragraph Header

Helvetica 45 light, 10pt (UPPER CASE)

Chapter Introduction

Helvetica 45 Light, 10pt

Bulleted List

• Helvetica 45 Light, 9pt (WorldFish Orange bullet)

Numbered List

1. Helvetica 45 Light, 9pt (WorldFish Orange number)

Caption

Helvetica 45 Light, 8pt

Page No.

Helvetica 75 Bold, 9pt

Table Header

Helvetica 45 Light, 8pt

Table Bullets

•

Recycled Paper byline

Helvetica 45 Light, 6pt

Document Cover Styles

please follow the examples provided later in this book

Helvetica Light, 8pt (WorldFish Orange)



use of colours
WorldFish uses a specific range of colours which, together
with black and white, make up the organization’s palette.

colour palette
WFC Blue
PMS	

:		

7455 C / 2935 U

CMYK

:		

93 C + 71 M + 0 Y + 0 K

RGB

:		

3 R + 81 G + 157 B

WFC Light Blue
CMYK

:		

90 C + 40 M+ 0 Y + 0 K

RGB

:		O R + 124 G + 191 B

WFC Green
PMS	

:		

369 C / 376 U

CMYK

:		

67 C + 0 M + 98 Y + 0 K

RGB

:		

98 R + 174 G + 43 B

WFC Orange
CMYK

:		

0 C + 70 M + 100 Y + 0 K

RGB

:		

235 R + 105 G + 10 B

These colours are always used for all material, including
illustrations, graphs and fills.
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print media

Paper selection
The standard paper used for printed materials is:

The availability of this paper may vary in your geographical
location. Consult your local printer for alternative types of
paper. In all cases, use of recycled paper.

• 100% recycled F897-121 White 148 g

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS
The WorldFish Center produces a number of different
collateral for marketing and communications purposes.
This collateral is grouped in 5 main ‘publication families’.

The following pages provide specifications on the dimensions
and positioning of the different WorldFish brand elements.

1. Corporate

4. Science Publications

2. Brochures

5. Annual Report

3. Briefs

1. Corporate family
Corporate family
Product
Strategy Update

Target audience

Description

Investors,

Strategy Updates present brief overviews of the full

partners, staff

range of the Center’s research and research-related

Pages/format
8 pages (A4)

activities over the next three years designed to support
the mission to reduce poverty and hunger by improving
fisheries and aquaculture for developing countries.

Medium Term

Investors,

Medium Term Plans (MTPs) provide detailed

Plan

partners, staff

descriptions of the Center’s research programs and
partnerships, and explain how they will help to achieve
the Center’s mission within a 3-year period. They also
highlight the Center’s achievements in key areas and
major publications produced. Developed against the
backdrop of significant world events, MTPs also take
into account the ongoing issues concerning fish and
aquaculture in developing countries.

100 pages (A4)

Example
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specification examples of brochure covers
1. corporate brochure (front cover)
2. corporate brochure (back cover)

1

2

12

specification Corporate Brochure (cover)
A

A

1
A

1/2 A

2
3
4

A

A

5
1/2 A

6
1/2 A
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specification corporate brochure (cover)
1. WorldFish Logo:
size = 27mm x 42.85mm
colour = white on WorldFish Blue
2. WFC banner:
Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 14pt; align to right
colour = WFC Blue
3. Secondary title:
Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 23.5pt; align to right

colour = WFC Green
4. Primary title:
Helvetica 95 Black
size = 44pt; align to right
colour = WFC Green
5. WFC tag line:
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 10pt; align to left
colour = black
6. WFC website url:
Helvetica 55 Roman
size = 10pt; align to left
colour = black
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specification corporate brochure (back cover)

1
2
3

A

A

4

b

c

b

c

b

d
A

5

6
7

d
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specification corporate brochure (back cover)
1. WFC offices title:
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 14pt; align to left
colour = WFC Blue

4. Paper byline:
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 6pt
colour = black

2. WFC offices:
Helvetica 77 Bold Condensed
size = 9pt; align to left
colour = WFC Blue
colour = WFC Orange for Headquarters

5. WFC logo:
size = 14.75mm x 23mm; align to right
colour = WFC Blue/Green on white

3. WFC offices addresses:
Helvetica 47 Light Condensed
size = 7.5pt; align to left
colour = black

6. Disclaimer block:
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 5pt; align to right
7. Formal document name

16

specification brochure (highlight page)
The highlight page is used for stand alone stories, illustrations and graphs. The highlight page
has a full WorldFish Light Blue background colour and features a variations of the wave image
composition with a full WorldFish Blue colour top.
3. Body text:
Helvetica 45 Light
size= 10pt; align to left
colour = black

1. Title:
Helvetica 45 Light; all capital
size = 16pt; align to left
colour = WordlFish Blue
2. Header:
Helvetica 45 Light; all capital
size = 10pt; align to left
colour = WorldFish Blue

1

Excellence in action:
the World takes Notice of WorldFish

2

World Food Prize

3

The WorldFish Center’s Dr. Modadugu V. Gupta earned the world’s highest honor
in agriculture in 2005 for developing aquaculture systems that the poor could
adopt using local natural resources. Over a million poor families in south and

1/4 b

southeast Asia have benefited.
b

A
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specification brochure (chapter page with leader)
The chapter page typically contains a leader with a brief introduction to the chapter. This leader is
single column and 3/4 the size of the double column layout.
1. Chapter title:
Helvetica 45 Light; all capital
size = 16pt; align to left
colour = WorldFish Blue

3. Body text:
Helvetica 45 Light
size= 9pt; align to left
colour = black

2. Leader:
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 10pt; align to left
colour = WorldFish Blue

1
2

3/4 b

3

A

A
b
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specification brochure images (with caption)
There are two variations to use image with captions in a brochure. You can use two images sideby-side with the caption below the image. Or use a single image with the caption on the innerpage side (image is always on the outside of the page). The background colour of an image block
is WorldFish Light Blue (tint 30%).
1. Images
2. Caption
Helvetica 45 Light

Helvetica 75 Bold, 8pt; align to left
colour = WorldFish Blue

3. Source

1

2

3
A

B

B

C

C

1

2

A

B
C

C
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2. Brochures family
brochures
Product
Brochure

Target audience

Description

Pages/format

Investors,

Brochures present information on a specific topic

partners

in a clear, aesthetically-appealing and organized

Example

4-8 pages (A4)

manner. They provide thorough coverage of a topic in
a marketing communications format. Brochures that
BDCD is developing for 2007 include:
•

The WorldFish Center: Who we are, what we do
and why

•

Fishing for a Future: The WorldFish Center and
the MDGs

•

WorldFish Partnerships in China

•

Medium Term Plan 2008-2010 (short version)

3. Annual Report family
Annual Report
Product
Annual Report

Target audience

Description

Investors,

Annual reports are official reports issued yearly

partners, staff

containing activities, financial information and other
information related to governance. The organization of
information may revolve around a central theme e.g.
partnership, diversity, climate change etc.

Pages/format
8-page foldout

Example
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4. Brief family
BRIEF family
Product
Factsheet

Target audience

Description

Pages/format

Investors,

Factsheets provide short and concise descriptions

2-4 pages (A4)

partners,

of areas of work or interest to general or professional

1000-2000

media

audience. They contain indisputable facts and are timely

words

publications which increase understanding and visibility of
WorldFish work and can be used as handouts.

Lessons

Investors,

Lessons learned briefs are concise executive summaries

Learned Brief

partners, staff

of research projects with particular focus on lessons

2-4 pages (A4)

learned. They are key to both knowledge management
and sharing as each summary will be included in the
projects database and corporate website. They are
systematic accounts of the impact of WorldFish’s work
and are intended to communicate the major research
findings, lessons learned and future research needs.

Issues Brief

Opinion

Issues briefs highlight areas of concern or impacts on

4-8 pages (A4);

leaders,

fisheries and aquaculture. The subject matter might not

2000-4000

investors,

result from in-depth analysis, or potentially the project

words

partners

outcomes do not lend themselves to sound, focused
policy recommendations. Issues briefs may also be
based on a study or review. The brief aims to highlight
the key issues and communicate key messages.

Partnership

Current and

Partnership briefs provide a concise, narrative and non-

4-8 pages (A4);

Brief

potential

technical description of WorldFish research in relation

2000-4000

investors or

to a particular location, country or investor organization.

words

partners

Example
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specification examples of BRIEF covers
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specification policy brief (front)
B
A

1
B

A

C

2

C

3

4
5

A

1/4 D

D

6

A

A

A
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specification policy brief (front)
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Etiam feugiat, pede eu vehicula facilisis,
turpis nisl auctor est, eget viverra justo dui id purus. Cras rhoncus dictum enim. Vestibulum nisl
nisi, vestibulum vel, eleifend vel, imperdiet nec, metus. Curabitur ullamcorper urna. Fusce tincidunt.
Aenean interdum dui id arcu. Aliquam erat volutpat. In vitae ligula a augue interdum consectetuer.
Risus quis sodales mollis, mauris purus vestibulum urna, eget rutrum velit ligula non ligula.
1. WFC Logo:
size = 20.633mm x 13mm
colour = white on WorldFish Blue
2. Policy brief document number:
issue = Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 13pt; all capital
colour = WorldFish green
brief = Helvetica 45 Light
size = 13pt; all capital
colour = WorldFish green
document number = Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 13pt
colour = white
3. Policy brief title:
Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 22pt; align to left

colour = WFC Blue
4. Key messages:
Helvetica 75 Bold
size = 11pt; align to left
colour = WFC Blue
5. Key messages content:
Helvetica 45 Light
Helvetica 75 Bold for the 1st sentence
size = 9pt; align to left
colour = WFC Blue, black
6. Body text
Helvetica 45 Light
size = 9pt; align to left
colour = black
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5. Science publications family
Science Publications
Product
Studies and

Target audience
Partners

Reviews

Description

Pages/format

Studies and reviews are in-depth, often lengthy,

30-100 pages

dissertations on topics of international interest with broad

(A4)

scope and implications. They synthesize and interpret
research information, some of which is new; present new
insights into existing problems; and critically review a
prior body of knowledge. Generally, they are suitable for
review in international primary literatures.

Project Report

Investors,

Project reports report on key outcomes of projects

25-100 pages

partners

funded by specific investors involving a specific group

(A4)

of partners. This product represents an investment of
higher quality than reports that are routinely delivered to
investors as part of contractual obligation. The decision
of which project reports are to be developed into
special project reports will be influenced by whether
there is a broader target audience beyond the focused
group involved in delivering the project.

Manual

Partners

Manuals are explanatory documents providing step-by-

50-100 pages

step procedures for the use of the Center’s technology

(A4)

and methods on specific developmental issues;
software; or instructions for training course.

Bibliography

Partners

Bibliographies are exhaustive compilations of

20-200 pages

references on specific subjects of interest to the

(A4)

Center’s research disciplines and developing countries.

Conference
Proceedings

Partners

Conference proceedings are collected documents
emanating from conferences, meetings and workshops;
synthesize and interpret information; present new
insights into existing problems; critically review a prior
body of knowledge.

Varies

Example
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specification examples of SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS covers

